A hardly known and very important result of Kreiss is proven explicitly:
Introduction.
The initial value problem (1.1) ut=aux' a > °: x > 0, t > 0; u(x, 0) = fix), is well posed in ¿2(0, °°), and requires no boundary conditions at x = 0. Yet, it is impossible to approximate the solution of (1.1) by a difference scheme, which is not right-sided, without specifying boundary values at some points in a left neighborhood of x = 0.
In this paper we consider general two-sided dissipative schemes which are stable for the pure Cauchy problem for -°° < x < °°. Our main purpose is to provide a proof for the following important result which was stated by Kreiss in 1965 [4, Theorem 5] , but no detailed proof has been published. We show that if the required boundary values are defined by extrapolation of arbitrary order of accuracy, the numerical algorithm remains stable.
Of course, one may have instead of (1.1), the equation ut = aux with a < 0, which defines a well-posed initial value problem in the quarter plane {x < 0, t > 0}, rather than in {x > 0, t > 0}. However, by employing the transformation x -►-x it is clear that this problem goes over to the previous one. Consequently, we would find that the process of extrapolating to grid points at some right neighborhood of x = 0, is stable.
To summarize, our aim is to show that by using a stable two-sided dissipative scheme together with an outflow extrapolation, to approximate a well-posed initial value problem in the proper quarter plane, overall stability is maintained. Again, since the cases a > 0 and a < 0 are analogous, it suffices to prove stability for difference approximations of (1.1), and the proof is given in Section 2.
The tool by which we carry out the analysis is Kreiss' stability theory for dissipative finite-difference approximations of mixed initial boundary value problems.
This theory is given in [5] , and we assume that the reader is familiar with this work.
In Section 3 we present numerical evidence to support the theoretical results.
We use two dissipative approximations: The well-known centered 3-point Lax-Wendroff scheme, [7] , and a centered 5-point scheme by Gottlieb and Türkei, [2] . In particular, our computations verify that by using extrapolation of local order of accuracy which equals the global order of accuracy of the difference scheme, the global accuracy is preserved. The important question of convergence rate for mixed initial boundary value problems is discussed by Gustafsson, [3] .
The computations reported in this work were done on the IBM 360 machine, at the Campus Computing Network of the University of California, Los Angeles.
2. Stability Analysis. In order to solve the initial value problem (1.1) by a finitedifference scheme let us introduce a mesh-size Ax > 0, Ar > 0, such that X = At/Ax = constant, and use the standard notation xv = vAx, vvit) = v(xv, t). Now consider a dissipative consistent approximation to (1. Here the fixed coefficients a-depend on a and X, such that a_r, a do not vanish.
The assumption of dissipativity (in the sense of Kreiss) means that there exist a constant S > 0 and a positive integer co, so that the amplification factor (2.4) Q(Ç)= ¿ a,#*, -7T<Ç<7T, i=-r of the difference scheme, satisfies (2.5) iôoei<i-ôi£i2", viSK*.
Condition (2.5) guarantees, of course, the (strong) stability of the approximation,
should it be applied to the pure initial value problem for -°° < x < °°.
Our final assumption, as indicated in the introduction, is that the scheme is two-sided, i.e., r > 0,p > 0. In fact, having dissipativity, our scheme must be twosided if we simply require that the difference operator Q will be consistent with ut = aux for an arbitrary value of a-positive or negative. This result is given in Corollary 1 of [1] .
Since r > 0, it is evident that in order to apply the numerical approximation to The fact that the c vary with p causes some numerical and theoretical inconvenience which we eliminate as follows. Since there exists a unique polynomial of degree s -1 which coincides with a given function at s given points, (2.6) is equivalent to extrapolating from Uj(r), . ... , vs(t) to u0(r), and then from u0(f), ... , vs_xit) to u_j(i), etc. That is, (2.6) is equivalent to the fixed coefficient extrapolation algorithm
It is straightforward to verify that regardless of p Now the approximation to (1.1) is well defined, where the local error at the boundary extrapolation is 0(Axs). Next denote by H the space of all grid functions w", defined for v > -r, which fulfill the boundary condition (2.12), and which satisfy oo (2.13) Z KI2Ax < oo. The above description follows Kreiss' representation in [5] , so all the results of [5] hold, and we first rephrase the Main Theorem of [5] as follows: The finite-difference approximation is stable if the operator G has no eigenvalues z with \z\ > 1, 2#1, and if z = 1 is not a generalized eigenvalue of G. The concept of a generalized eigenvalue is discussed in Section 1 of [5] , and in the remainder of this section we shall show that for our problem, the Main Theorem is satisfied.
In order to check whether a given z with \z\ > 1 is an eigenvalue of G, we con- where the p. are integers. Since kx , ... , k are distinct with 0 < |/c,-| < 1, we see that det E # 0; thus the only solution to (2.22) is the trivial one, namely, a¡ k = 0. Consequently,^ of (2.21) vanishes, which means that we-have failed to construct a nontrivial eigensolution of (G -zQI)g = 0 that belongs to H. Hence, z0 is not an eigenvalue of G, and Kreiss' Main Theorem assures stability.
We have proven the following result. Theorem (Kreiss, 1965) . Let the initial value problem ut = aux; a = const; x(sig a) > 0, t > 0; u(x, 0) = f(x), be approximated by a dissipative, strongly-stable, two-sided scheme, which is complemented by outflow extrapolation of arbitrary accuracy, at the boundary x = 0.
Then, the overall approximation is stable. We conclude this section by demonstrating the cases r = 1 and r -2, which cover all schemes of practical importance. In particular, r = 1, r = 2, agree, respectively, with two schemes which we employ in Section 3. For r = 1, we have to extrapolate only at one point, p = 0, and the characteristic equation has only one root k inside the unit disc. So, an eigensolution of (G -z)g = 0, |2| > 0, z # I, must be of the form and stability follows.
When r = 2, we use at each time step, vx(t), ... , v it), to compute i>0(r); and then v0it), ... , vs_x(t), to determine v_ x(t). Equation (2.17) has now two roots K¡ with 0 < |k,-| < 1, and we distinguish between two possibilities. The first is nx = k2 = k, where (2.27) gv = axKv+ o2vk\ v>-\.
The insertion of (2.27) into (2.19) yields the system of two equations (2.28) ¿ (S\(-iy[ax + (p+/)c2K+' = 0, " = 0,-1.
Writing (2.28) in the form of Ea = 0, with a' = (Oj, a2) being the transposed unknown vector, we find that
The second possibility is Kj ¥= k2. Here (2.30) gv = oxK\ + a2Kv2, v>-\, which we substitute into (2.19) to obtain (2.31) t(") (-moA+ß + °2«2+M) = 0, P = 0, -1.
The coefficient determinant is
and again, by the Main Theorem, stability follows.
3. Numerical Results. In this section we consider the initial value test-problem (3.1) ut = ux, x>0,t>0; u(x, 0) = sin 2irx, whose analytic solution is (3.2) u(x, t) = sin 2-nix + t).
We begin by writing down the second order accurate Lax-Wendroff scheme (L-W), [7] , which for the linear equation in (3.1), takes the form C + 1= Z */C+/> u?=vvimAt), (3.3) /=-! a0 = 1 -X2, a± j = të(X2 ± X), X = At/Ax.
We recall (e.g. [8, Chapter 12] ), that in the above case (a = 1), (3.4) X < 1 is a condition which assures dissipativity and strong stability. Here, r = 1; hence, to approximate (3.1), we need to specify only one boundary value, t^1. Extrapolating via v™, ... , if£, we get, according to (2.11), a boundary condition (3.5)
which is of (local) accuracy of order s. By the theorem of Section 2, the algorithm defined in (3.3) together with (3.5), remains stable, provided (3.4) is satisfied. For the numerical computations we set an artificial boundary at x = b, b > 0, where we use values of the analytic solution. Nevertheless, we restrict attention to results in the interval 0 < x < 1, so we choose a large enough b, in order to secure that during the integration period, 0 < t < 1, there will be no interaction between the boundary at x = b, and the numerical solution at 0 < x < 1. In other words, errors due to the right boundary, which propagate inward, never reach the region 0 < x < 1. Table 1 . L-W results with X = At/Ax = %. m = r/Ar is the number of time steps; a -n presents a • 10~".
The quantity ||e||(0 x) in Table 1 is the //-norm of the error, restricted to 0 < x < 1, i.e., in our case (r = 1),
The integer s indicates the order of extrapolation: s -1 and s -2 mean constant and linear extrapolation, respectively. We realize that all the results are stable. As expected, linear extrapolation maintains the overall second order accuracy of the L-W scheme, while constant extrapolation reduces the total accuracy. Our second check relates to a centered 5-point scheme suggested by Gottlieb and Türkei (G-T), [4] . We consider the family of schemes in (2.4) of [2] , set its parameters to be a = lA, a = 1, and linearize. The approximation we get for Eq. Such schemes-see also the Kreiss-Oliger approximation, [5] -have advantages when dealing with problems whose solutions have strong space variations but vary slowly in time. In particular, this concept fits problems which approach a steady state. These ideas were discussed in [6] .
In the G-T case r -2, so we need to specify v0it), v_xit). Again, by (2.11) we have (3.11) ^ = z(7s)(-iy+1"r+u. p-= o,-i,
where it is understood that the evaluation of v™ precedes iPx. Table 2 . G-T results. Since G-T is of fourth order accuracy in space, it is expected that utilizing a cubic extrapolation (s = 4), will maintain the 4-space accuracy. As shown, results for Ax = .05 and Ar = .025 are compared with those for Ax/2 and Ar/4. Indeed, the error is reduced by a factor of 16. This ratio is destroyed if we use quadratic extrapolation.
As a final point of reference to the figures in both tables, we mention that the norm of the numerical solution was for all times 0 < t < 1, (3.14)
K>,i)s Z vv(t)2Ax~0.5, / = ¿.
